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Supply chain responsibility
HP supports human, economic, and environmental prog-
ress throughout one of the most extensive supply chains 
in the information and communications technology (ICT) 
industry. Our Supply Chain Responsibility (SCR) program—
founded in 2001—is fundamental to HP Living Progress, 
the way our people and technology come together to solve 
society’s toughest challenges. Our supply chain standards 
enhance the lives of people making our products and 
reduce environmental impacts across our value chain. 
They also lead to higher-quality products and help ensure 
the continuity of our supply lines.

We demonstrate our commitment to addressing chal-
lenges in our supply chain through transparency and 
action exemplified by our audits, assessments, and 
capability-building programs. Audits and assessments 
help us determine potential suppliers’ ability to meet our 
social and environmental responsibility (SER) require-
ments. Later, full re-audits and the regular collection of 
key performance indicators (KPIs) allow us to continue to 
monitor suppliers’ progress as part of our manufacturing 
network. Capability-building programs empower our sup-
pliers with the knowledge, tools, and incentives to meet 
and maintain HP’s SER requirements.

This section of the Living Progress Report explains how 
HP approaches these issues and what we accomplished in 
2013 to address challenges, such as:

• Minimizing labor impacts

• Sourcing minerals responsibly

• Maintaining a diverse supply chain

We report our audit findings in the Labor impact section. 
Learn more about the environmental performance of our 
suppliers in the Supply chain environmental impact section. 

Progress in 2013
In 2013, HP made progress across a number of sup-
ply chain focus areas. We became the first information 
technology (IT) company to introduce guidance for the 
treatment of student and dispatch workers, an emerg-
ing challenge in the electronics industry supply chain. 
We began collecting data on these and other workers to 
better understand the risks around this issue. We con-
tinued to monitor our suppliers with specialized on-site 
assessments and to require corrective action when we find 
potential issues. Furthermore, we continued our tradition 
of transparency, by publishing a list of the tantalum, tin, 
tungsten, and gold (3TG) smelters that we confirmed to 
be in our supply chain, a major step in working toward the 
responsible sourcing of minerals used in our products. To 
better track our progress on these issues and others, in 
2013 we introduced the HP SCR dashboard.

Supply chain responsibility dashboard
We are enhancing our transparency efforts by publish-
ing for the first time HP’s SCR dashboard. The dashboard 
highlights a range of KPIs representing significant labor, 
health and safety, and environmental impacts of our 
supply chain. Below we present a high-level version of the 
dashboard, which provides aggregate performance data 
reported to us by our suppliers on working hours, student 
worker proportions, core labor rights, critical health and 
safety issues, and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. In 
our more detailed SCR dashboard we report additional 
environmental and transparency indicators.

HP final assembly supplier, China

http://h20195.www2.hp.com/V2/GetPDF.aspx/c03742924.pdf
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The findings in the dashboard showcase HP’s SCR pro-
gram’s strengths and our opportunities for continual 
improvement. For example, our dashboard indicates that 
83% of the workers in our final assembly facilities are 
working less than 60 hours per week. We recognize that 
we have made progress in this area, but also that we must 
continue our focus on helping to improve working hours 
performance for the remaining 17%.

Additionally the dashboard shows that 96% of our major 
final assembly sites in China have limited the use of student 
workforce. With this in mind, we now focus our efforts on 
engaging our suppliers on the responsible management of 
student workers and other vulnerable worker groups.

Under critical health and safety issues, the dashboard 
indicates there were several zero-tolerance items in 2013. 
These items were emergency preparedness findings that 
required immediate corrective actions and continued 
monitoring. To read more on how our suppliers corrected 
and resolved zero-tolerance items, see the section below.

Finally, the dashboard shows our suppliers emitted 3 
million tonnes carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e) (in abso-
lute terms, allocated to HP) in 2013. HP’s supply chain 
represents 34% of our total carbon footprint. Tracking this 
information helped HP work with our first-tier suppliers to 
reduce GHG emissions intensity by 7% in 2012, compared 
with 2010 (2012 is the most recent year for which data 
are available). In 2013, to make further progress in this 

area, we set an industry-leading 2020 supply chain GHG 
emissions intensity reduction goal. Read more about our 
efforts in the Supply chain environmental impact section. 

Building capabilities
Achieving long-lasting social and environmental prog-
ress in our supply chain relies on our suppliers’ ability 
to improve their policies, processes, and operations. HP 
adopts a collaborative approach and invests in building 
the capabilities of our suppliers to deliver substantial and 
lasting SER performance improvements. We work with 
nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) and local training 
groups to deliver capability-building programs that target 
critical SER issues. In 2013, we conducted 12 capability-
building programs. They addressed areas including:

• Eliminating discrimination

• Improving health and safety conditions

• Improving suppliers’ social management systems

• Managing student and dispatch workers responsibly

• Raising awareness of women’s health

Since we launched our capability-building program in 
2006, companies that took part in these initiatives have 
performed better overall in SER audits than those that 
have not, as seen in the graph in the Audit result trends 
section on page 40. We highlight examples of capability-
building events throughout this section. Environmentally 
focused capability building programs can be found in the 
Supply chain environmental impact section.

Supply chain responsibility dashboard*

2013

Working hours

Suppliers’ employees working less than 60 hours per week on average** [%] 83%

Suppliers’ employees receiving at least one day of rest each seven day workweek** [%] 89%

Student workers

Suppliers in China with student workers representing 20% or less of total employees** [%] 96%

Core labor rights

Zero-tolerance audit findings related to the ILO Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work:  
freedom of association; forced, bonded, or indentured labor; underage labor; or discrimination***

1

Critical health and safety issues

Zero-tolerance audit findings related to occupational safety, emergency preparedness, or industrial hygiene**** 5

Greenhouse gas emissions

Production supplier Scope 1 and Scope 2 emissions†, †† [tonnes CO2e] 3,000,000

View our full data and goals

 * This table includes both company-level and facility-specific data obtained during 2013 relating to HP’s first-tier production suppliers. Findings from our 2013 
audits are limited to those facilities audited during the year and are not representative of all facilities in our supply chain.

 ** Based on production-line workers at final assembly sites participating in the HP KPI program in 2013 and audit results. We continue to expand the list of 
suppliers in the KPI program based on business risk, country risk, and identified nonconformances.

 *** Finding relates to underage workers observed at supplier facility. See section.
 **** Findings relate to emergency preparedness. See section.
 † Suppliers represent 95% of HP’s production supplier spend. 2012 is the latest year for which data is available. 
 †† The World Resources Institute defines Scope 1, 2, and 3 GHG emissions in its Greenhouse Gas Protocol; see http://www.ghgprotocol.org/calculation-tools/faq.

460,000
Suppliers’ employees 
reached through 
capability-building 
programs since 2007

http://h20195.www2.hp.com/V2/GetPDF.aspx/c03742924.pdf
http://h20195.www2.hp.com/V2/GetPDF.aspx/c03742924.pdf
http://www.ghgprotocol.org/calculation-tools/faq
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Incentivizing suppliers: HP’s new SER scorecard
HP has long considered suppliers’ SER programs and 
performance when awarding new and continuing busi-
ness. In line with the growing importance of SER issues, we 
updated our procurement scoring process in 2013, placing 
greater emphasis on SER performance in the business 
award process. Rather than include SER as an integral part 
of our overall supplier scorecard, which we have done for 
many years, this year we created a new scorecard and 
five-tier supplier rating system to act as a multiplier to our 
general supplier performance management score. This 
new approach will result in significantly greater consider-
ation of suppliers’ engagement and SER performance.

Suppliers with strong SER performance can increase their 
overall scorecard results, which increases their oppor-
tunities for new or expanded business. Suppliers with 
persistently poor SER performance may see a reduction 
in their scorecard rating of up to 50% and a decrease in 
the business they are awarded. HP has introduced the 

scorecard to six strategic commodity supplier categories. 
In 2014, we are extending its use to all final assembly sup-
pliers and additional commodity suppliers.1

Labor impact
HP is committed to fair working conditions. We use 
audits, assessments, and capability-building initiatives 
to help propagate and maintain our high labor standards 
throughout our global supply chain. We focus on address-
ing persistent challenges such as:

• Workers at high risk, including student, dispatch, and 
foreign migrant workers

• Excessive working hours

• Wages and overtime payments

• Health and safety

Capability-building summary*

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

Number of programs 3 4 6 11 12 12 12

Workers and managers 
reached [total, cumulative]**

170 2,500 12,800 50,600 115,500 322,100 460,000

 * As HP first started capability-building programs in 2006, full data is only available from 2007.
 ** With the exception of train-the-trainer programs, HP only accounts for workers and managers directly reached by our 

capability-building programs. These figures are rounded.

Our supply chain management approach
Address SER risks We manage SER 
risks by assessing suppliers against 
location, procurement category, 
company information, and external 
stakeholder reports, as well as by pin-
pointing high-risk issues. Additionally, 
we work to prevent risks through 
capability-building programs and 
setting progressive policies and stan-
dards for our supply chain.

Measure performance Our audit and 
assurance program, KPI monitor-
ing, independent assessments, and 
input from third parties identify issues 
and help us target areas of concern to 
improve supplier SER performance. We 
also measure progress through engage-
ment with suppliers and industry bodies.

Build capabilities We help suppli-
ers’ managers and workers improve 
their SER performance through 
programs and partnerships with 

nongovernmental organizations 
(NGOs), training partners, government 
agencies, and other suppliers. Our pro-
curement scorecard encourages sup-
pliers to take part in capability-building 
initiatives.

Engage stakeholders HP collabo-
rates with a broad range of stake-
holders, including industry bodies, 
governments, socially respon-
sible investors (SRIs), and NGOs, to 
research and better understand sup-
ply chain issues, and to formulate 
programs and initiatives on issues of 
concern regarding supply chain SER.

Develop policy and standards HP 
aims to introduce updates to leading 
policies and standards that appro-
priately communicate our expecta-
tions to our suppliers. These policies 
and standards are supported by 
assurance mechanisms to check 

conformance. Through a common 
foundation, HP aims to elevate stan-
dards across our industry.

Integrate procurement Our procure-
ment team is trained in SER perfor-
mance evaluation, education, and 
mentoring. Supplier relationships 
include regular engagement in this 
area. In 2013, HP introduced a more 
robust SER procurement score-
card with stronger incentives tied 
to SER performance. In addition, we 
launched a site-based assessment 
process for the on-boarding of major 
new suppliers. This new assessment 
will ensure an acceptable level of SER 
performance from new suppliers prior 
to doing business.

See Supply chain responsibility: Our 
approach, a separate document on 
our website, for more information 
about how we manage our program.

New
SER scorecard for 
stronger influence of 
purchasing decisions

1 Commodity sites make components for HP but do not assemble our final products.

http://h20195.www2.hp.com/V2/GetPDF.aspx/c03742930.pdf
http://h20195.www2.hp.com/V2/GetPDF.aspx/c03742930.pdf
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We support the rights of workers in our supply chain to 
associate freely and on a voluntary basis, to seek repre-
sentation, to join or be represented by works councils, to 
join or not join labor unions, and to bargain collectively as 
they choose as established by local law. Some of our capa-
bility-building programs demonstrate HP’s commitment to 
helping workers better understand their labor rights.

HP’s support for labor rights is emphasized by our 
endorsement of the Electronic Industry Citizenship 
Coalition (EICC) Code of Conduct in its entirety. We have 
also supplemented the Code with additional require-
ments specific to freedom of association (standard A7). 
See Supply chain responsibility: Our approach, a separate 
document on our website, for more information.

Additionally, we seek independent feedback on labor rights 
practices from multi-stakeholder organizations that compare 
our labor rights management systems to those of our peers. 
In 2013, HP completed the Global Social Compliance Program 
(GSCP) Equivalence Process, through which HP benchmarks 
our audit tools and processes against multi-industry stan-
dards. HP also participated in a similar initiative using Social 
Accountability International’s (SAI) Social Fingerprint process. 
We use both of these labor rights benchmarks to continu-
ously improve our SER management systems and processes. 
For example, we developed our new, five-tier supplier SER 
scorecard (see above) based on SAI’s recommendation to 
further integrate SER and business performance.

Protecting workers at high risk
In some parts of the IT supply chain, certain workers are 
more likely than others to encounter inadequate working 
conditions. These workers at a high risk, particularly in 
emerging economies, include student, juvenile, dispatch, 
and foreign migrant laborers.

HP is reducing the risks these workers may face through 
enhanced standards, audits, focused assessments, real-
time performance monitoring and validation, and our 
capability-building programs. Specifically, in February 
2013, we introduced the “HP Student and Dispatch Worker2 
Guidance Standard for Supplier Facilities in the People’s 
Republic of China,” the first such standard in our industry. 
To develop these guidance standards, HP collaborated 
with China-based NGOs such as the Center for Child 
Rights and Corporate Social Responsibility and the Labor 
Education Service Network, as well as industry peers, sup-
pliers, and other stakeholders.

HP’s guidance standard requires suppliers to follow 
responsible management principles such as:

• All student and dispatch work must be voluntary.

• Suppliers should pay dispatch and student workers 
similar rates to full-time, entry-level workers.

• Student workers may discontinue internships without 
penalty.

• Suppliers must follow or exceed national and local 
labor regulations.

• Suppliers must employ only a limited number of 
student workers.

• Student work must complement the student’s primary 
area of study.

• Suppliers may only use dispatch workers for temporary, 
auxiliary, or substitute job positions.

To implement the guidance standards, HP established reg-
ular reporting of supplier KPIs covering student, dispatch, 
and juvenile workers and held public roundtables, supplier 
training sessions, and additional site-specific assessments 

Building capabilities

Supporting workers’ rights
These capability-building programs demonstrate HP’s 
commitment to helping workers, students, interns, and 
their supervisors and trainers to understand workers’ 
rights and how to raise concerns.

Worker management communications/Supervisor 
Training Program With the support of the Chongqing gov-
ernment, HP launched the Supervisor Training Program, 
which includes more than 220 supervisors from three sup-
pliers in Chongqing. This HP-Chongqing government col-
laboration, as reported in the Mainland Chinese media, is 
designed to improve suppliers’ management and commu-
nications skills. The program lasts three days.

EICC workers’ rights training Almost 3,000 workers from 
two suppliers in Shanghai and Jiangsu, China, benefited from 
our workers’ rights training initiative in 2013. Delivered in 
partnership with Home of New Citizens, a Chinese NGO, this 

program helps workers better understand their rights and 
how to raise grievances about their working environment.

Predeparture/employing interns training Since January 
2011, HP and the Labor and Education Service Network 
(LESN) have partnered to train vocational schools and human 
resources departments at supplier sites on labor rights in 
preparation for incoming interns and recent graduates. After 
attending this event, we expect our trainees to then share this 
knowledge with their students and new workers. We have 
conducted this training throughout China, starting in Wuhan in 
central China and then expanding west to Chongqing, south to 
Guangdong, and east to Jiangsu. In 2013, the program reached 
more than 330 trainers and more than 50,000 graduates. 

View a comprehensive list of HP’s capability-building 
projects online.

2 Dispatch workers are temporary laborers provided by agencies.

http://h20195.www2.hp.com/V2/GetPDF.aspx/c03742930.pdf
http://www.hp.com/hpinfo/globalcitizenship/environment/pdf/workerguidancestd_PRC.pdf
http://www.hp.com/hpinfo/globalcitizenship/environment/pdf/workerguidancestd_PRC.pdf
http://www.hp.com/hpinfo/globalcitizenship/environment/pdf/workerguidancestd_PRC.pdf
http://www8.hp.com/us/en/hp-information/global-citizenship/society/capabilitybuilding.html
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at nine first-tier facilities. We will assess conformance to 
the guidance standards in all remaining final assembly 
sites in China in 2014.

Following the release of these guidance standards, HP 
organized two supplier SER summits in China to promote 
change across the electronics industry around this emerg-
ing issue. About 170 participants from 70 electronics 
production suppliers attended along with government 
officials, vocational school staff, and NGO professionals 
specializing in labor and student rights. We hope that 
further engagement will allow us to refine and spread our 
guidance standards throughout our industry.

In addition to our efforts on student and dispatch workers, 
HP will also expand our program on training and oversight 
of foreign migrant labor in 2014 with assessments in 
Southeast Asia and training for labor agencies on respon-
sible sourcing and fair methods of compensation.

Excessive working hours
Supplier audits across the IT industry continue to identify 
excessive working hours as one of the most persistent SER 
issues. HP’s EICC Code of Conduct states that work weeks 
must not exceed the maximum length set by local law and 
should not exceed 60 hours, including overtime, except in 
emergency or unusual situations. HP’s efforts are helping 

improve conformance on this issue. In 2013, 83% of work-
ers at final assembly supplier sites worked fewer than 60 
hours per week on average.3

Since 2009, HP has helped drive this kind of improvement 
through our key performance indicator (KPI) program. We 
monitor supplier sites in areas at risk for working hour 
nonconformances against our working hours expecta-
tions outlined in HP’s EICC Code of Conduct. This program 
requires supplier sites to report on working hours, the 
number of workers who received at least one day off per 
week, and other SER labor metrics. We verify accurate 
reporting during on-site SER audits.

HP expanded the KPI program in 2013 by:

• Monitoring KPI data more frequently; we now track data 
on a weekly basis instead of a monthly basis

• Enrolling additional high-risk final assembly sites into 
the program

• Integrating HP procurement managers to demonstrate 
the importance of the program to the supplier’s com-
mercial relationship with HP

• Tracking additional labor issues, such as the presence of 
workers at high risk

Currently, the KPI program covers our final assembly sites 
in China and Southeast Asia with a history of nonconfor-
mances against our working hours expectations outlined 

Building capabilities

Creating a healthier, more inclusive workplace
Through programs covering a diverse range of issues such 
as reproductive health, mental health, and disease pre-
vention, HP is helping our suppliers maintain a healthier 
workforce that fosters greater productivity.

HERproject Female workers often arrive to supplier facili-
ties with limited awareness of basic personal healthcare. 
HP seeks to bridge this gap through the BSR program 
Health Enables Returns (HERproject), which addresses 
women workers’ general and reproductive health needs 
and raises awareness of birth control and how to prevent 
and treat sexually transmitted infections such as HIV. In 
2013, we brought this program to suppliers in Malaysia 
and Thailand, building on our existing programs in China 
and Mexico. In 2013, HP-sponsored programs reached 
seven new suppliers. Since we began our involvement with 
HERproject, HP has been able to reach more than 36,000 
workers and 610 managers.

Job stress prevention/mental and occupational 
health program Together with the Hong Kong Workers 
Health Centre, HP is helping empower workers to improve 
their working environment through the Participatory 

Occupational Health and Safety Improvement program 
(POHSI). In 2013, POHSI established a 28-member safety 
committee at one supplier site in China. This low cost and 
practical approach aims to address mental health and other 
health and safety issues related to work at this facility.

Hepatitis B anti-discrimination and prevention program 
Discrimination against people with Hepatitis B (HBV) remains 
a significant issue in China. Since 2009, HP has hosted train-
ing sessions on HBV anti-discrimination and prevention 
programs to help mitigate this issue in our supply chain. To 
raise awareness of HBV and eliminate discrimination against 
HBV-positive workers, we show suppliers how to teach 
workers about HBV and prevent it through “Health Corners” 
and internal training. We also inform suppliers that requiring 
HBV tests for employment is a violation of HP’s EICC Code of 
Conduct. In 2013, we visited six supplier sites and provided 
more in-depth medical training. Since we began the pro-
gram, we’ve reached more than 167,000 workers.

View a comprehensive list of HP’s capability-building 
projects online.

3 Based on final assembly sites participating in our KPI program in 2013 and audit results. We continue to expand the list of suppliers in the KPI program based on our 
business, country risk profiles, and identified nonconformances.

http://www8.hp.com/us/en/hp-information/global-citizenship/society/capabilitybuilding.html
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in HP’s EICC Code of Conduct. In 2014, we will expand the 
program to other geographic regions and suppliers where 
we find persistent working hour challenges. We will also 
expand the program to include final assembly sites with-
out working hour audit nonconformances in order to have 
a more complete view of the working hour performance 
across our supply chain.

Beyond our KPI program, HP works across our industry to 
address excessive working hours in our collective supply 
chain. In 2013, we cochaired the EICC working group on 
excessive working hours, establishing a common approach 
to capturing and reporting working hours KPI data in the 
industry. This was a fundamental step to actively manag-
ing and improving performance in this area. In 2014, HP 
will participate in the newly formed EICC Working Hours 
Taskforce with the goal of a phased approach to ensuring 
conformance with our working hours expectations out-
lined in HP’s EICC Code of Conduct and local laws.

Wages
The issue of wages is pivotal to addressing excessive 
working hours—among other influences, a well-designed 
wage structure means workers can earn sufficient wages 
in less time, which reduces the motivation to work longer 
hours. To better understand wages in our supply chain 
and their effect on working hours, HP commissioned 
a wage study across China. The study, conducted by 
Impactt Limited, an ethical trade, human rights, and labor 
standards consultancy, explored the amount of work nec-
essary for laborers to earn a living wage—as defined by 
SAI4—in eastern, southern, and western China. The study 
also assessed workers’ desired wage levels.

The results of the study were mixed. In western China, 
where HP sees the most growth in our supply chain, 
workers were able to earn a living wage without working 
excessive hours. Conversely, supplier wage structures in 
other parts of China resulted in workers having to work 
significant overtime to earn a living wage with limited 
opportunities to improve earning potential. With these 
results in mind, HP will continue to work with our suppliers 
to evaluate wage structures in our supply chain.

Health and safety
We aim to ensure the health and safety of the people 
working in our supply chain. Health and safety issues such 
as access to a hygienic working environment, occupational 
safety, and emergency preparedness continue to play 
a major role in our assessments, audits, and capability-
building programs.

In 2013, we augmented our auditing program to help 
suppliers more aggressively develop site-management 
systems that meet HP’s EICC Code of Conduct health and 
safety provisions. Additionally, we began performing more 
frequent inspections of emergency preparedness programs 
at supplier sites, and, together with SAI, developed safety 
assessments for use during these inspections. These 
assessments evaluate facilities’ emergency preparedness 
management systems as well as training and coaching 
systems. The assessments also cover a supplier site’s 
ability to evacuate during an emergency and the condition 
of evacuation routes, procedures, and equipment. These 
assessments additionally evaluate how safely a facility 
manages and handles flammable equipment and materials. 

Case study

Improving factory safety through worker engagement
Risk of injury from physically demanding work was a lead-
ing cause of major nonconformances in our Latin America 
region in 2012. To build our suppliers’ ability to address 
this issue, we partnered with SAI, the Rapid Results 
Institute, and Labor Link to conduct a 100-day improve-
ment program at three major HP suppliers in Brazil. 
Through a founding grant from The Walt Disney Company, 
the Brazil Worker Engagement program—a Brazil-specific 
version of SAI’s Rapid Results program—helped improve 
factory conditions by increasing workers’ input on safety 
issues. These efforts included opening up more channels 
of communications such as anonymous mobile surveys, 
establishing grievance mechanisms, and empowering 
newly formed “social performance” teams. Social perfor-
mance teams are made up of both workers and manage-
ment, and help drive further improvement projects.

One of our larger suppliers, Flextronics, saw dramatic 
results. Using worker surveys, the program team identi-
fied several areas for improvement and addressed them 
through a combination of quick fixes—such as adjust-
ing workstations—and long term investments includ-
ing ergonomics training and the creation of a permanent 
ergonomics committee with worker representation. The 
program team reached their goal of reducing absentee-
ism due to injuries to 4.8% from more than 8% in 100 
days, both protecting workers and lowering costs. We 
hope that this example of worker engagement and cross-
stakeholder collaboration will improve safety and dem-
onstrate that investing in social improvement creates 
positive business results. We aim to continue this pro-
gram with suppliers in Brazil and examine opportunities 
in other countries and regions.

4 According to SAI’s Extrapolated Market Basket methodology, a living wage is one that is sufficient to provide food and the remaining basic needs for the worker and 
the average number of dependents per wage earner in an average household, with an additional 10% added on for discretionary income.
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SER audits and assessments conducted, 2005–2013*, ** [total, cumulative]

  Total initial audits 78 154 204 235 260 295 334 412 471

  Total follow-up audits 7 57 144 221 292 321 345 390 443

  Total full re-audits 0 0 6 30 39 68 94 116 142

  Assessments 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 34

  Total audits 85 211 354 486 591 684 773 918 1,090

 * Data for past years may differ from previous reports because HP receives the details of some audits after the Living Progress Report publication deadline.
 ** The graph above shows the cumulative total number of production and nonproduction supplier audits and assessments per type (including recycling vendor SER 

audits) for the period 2005–2013. Ernst & Young has reviewed 2012 and 2013 reported data only. Please see Ernst & Young’s Independent Accountants’ Report on 
page 138 regarding the number of audits by type completed in 2013.

Supplier audits
HP first piloted SER audits in 2004, and we have con-
ducted or commissioned 1,090 audits and assessments 
of production and nonproduction supplier facilities since 
launching our program in 2005. To promote fair working 
practices and reduce the environmental impact of our 
supply chain, we aim to increase the number of audits we 
conduct by using the EICC Validated Audit Process (VAP). 
While the EICC VAP program leverages external auditors, 
it also includes separate, third-party quality control of 
audits for added credibility. We intend to progressively 
transfer audit responsibility to suppliers, as experi-
ence shows that suppliers perform better and are more 
invested when they commission their own audits and take 
ownership of their performance, especially when these 
efforts are rewarded through procurement incentives.

Initial and full re-audits cover all provisions of HP’s EICC 
Code of Conduct. We compare full re-audits with initial 
audits to see how a supplier has improved management 
systems and programs over time. The audit graphs below 
show both initial and full re-audit data.

In addition to comprehensive audits, HP uses numerous 
assessments to target specific issues and risks uncovered 
through audits, our KPI program, and external stakeholder 
feedback. For more information on HP’s approach to 
audits and assessments see Supply chain responsibility: 
Our approach, a separate document on our website.

http://h20195.www2.hp.com/V2/GetPDF.aspx/c03742926.pdf
http://h20195.www2.hp.com/V2/GetPDF.aspx/c03742926.pdf
http://h20195.www2.hp.com/V2/GetPDF.aspx/c03742930.pdf
http://h20195.www2.hp.com/V2/GetPDF.aspx/c03742930.pdf
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SER audits and assessments conducted  
per region, 2013
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 Initial audits 33 15 7 3

 Follow-up audits 33 12 4 4

 Full re-audits 12 2 7 4

Audit result trends
Audit results from 2012 and 2013 show suppliers are 
responding to HP’s SER initiatives. The data shows that 
the longer suppliers participate in HP’s SCR program, the 
better they perform in SER audits, despite more challeng-
ing standards (see Global findings below). The difference 
is most evident when comparing suppliers that are new 
to HP’s SCR program with suppliers that have been in the 
program for five years.

Supplier SER audit performance trend relative to years 
in SER audit program [for audits conducted in 2012–2013]

Excellent
Audit score

Number of years in SER audit program

Poor

54320 1

Lowest audit score observed

Average audit score, all audits

The following graph illustrates the correlation between the 
level of supplier involvement in HP’s SCR program and audit 
performance. Suppliers with a low level of involvement, that 
have not participated in HP capability-building programs, 
achieved the lowest average score in audits. Suppliers that 
completed at least one HP capability-building program 
achieved noticeably higher scores. Though our capability-
building programs are related to specific audit items, the 
proactive attitude among companies investing time and 
resources to engage in these programs often results in 
enhanced audit performance overall. In addition, our capabil-
ity-building programs generally include an aspect of worker 
education, empowerment, and worker-management com-
munications, which external studies have shown to improve 
overall SER performance at factories. The highest scores 
were achieved by suppliers that participate in HP capability-
building programs and also initiate EICC VAP audits.

Impact of supplier engagement on audit results 
[average scores for full audits]*

Poor

Excellent

  Suppliers not involved in HP capability-building programs

  Suppliers that have completed at least one HP capability-building program

  Suppliers that have completed at least one HP capability-building 
program and initiated a third-party audit

 * Data covers full audits (initial and full re-audits) of production suppliers, 
2011–2013. Some suppliers are included in multiple categories. Scores 
are based on priority findings and the quantity of major nonconformances 
identified.
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Global findings
Our multiyear plan involves auditing all high-risk suppli-
ers annually and conducting more frequent audits and 
assessments at every high-risk supplier site. We have 
extended the scope of auditing to include both new and 
existing suppliers that were not previously monitored 
under our SCR program and, therefore, may not have 
mature SER management systems. In addition, together 
with the EICC, we are encouraging continual improvement 
by adding new requirements, requesting additional proof 
of conformance, and using more rigorous scoring criteria. 
As a result, we have seen an increase in nonconformances 
in some areas.

HP has also further clarified audit findings reported under 
three specific audit provisions: forced labor, child labor, 
and nondiscrimination. We have separated findings in 
these critical areas to distinguish between audit results 
showing a deficiency in policy, procedures, and manage-
ment systems and audits that identify cases of forced 
labor, child labor, or discrimination.

Each provision of the EICC audit protocol includes a num-
ber of audit questions, each with a potential for no finding, 
risk of nonconformance, minor nonconformance, or 
major nonconformance. HP identifies the most significant 
nonconformance found in each provision and aggregates 
those results across all audits. This helps us to develop ini-
tiatives to address, and externally report, those provisions 
with the most frequent occurrence of major nonconfor-
mance in our supply chain.

See audit findings online for breakdowns of audit results 
by region.

The most significant audit findings in 2013 are described below.

Health and safety
Our 2013 findings reveal continuing concerns in health and 
safety, especially around emergency preparedness, where 
we found major nonconformances in 55% of audits. With 
the help of SAI, we have implemented additional emer-
gency preparedness assessments and are applying our 
more rigorous approach to help improve our suppliers’ 
SER performance.

Forced labor/freely chosen employment
We did not uncover the presence of forced labor in supplier 
audits in 2013, but there were instances of insufficient 
management systems relating to freely chosen employ-
ment in 35% of audits. Lacking policies and procedures to 
ensure freely chosen employment is the primary source of 
major nonconformances in this area.

As part of new requirements in HP and EICC’s audit proto-
col beginning in 2013, suppliers are expected to establish 
effective policies and procedures specifically against 
slavery and human trafficking, strengthening controls to 
ensure that any form of forced, bonded, or involuntary 
prison labor is not used. If audits find such manage-
ment system nonconformances, HP requires suppliers to 
aggressively close these as part of our corrective action 
process and follow-up audits.

Child labor
As a result of more rigorous audit criteria this year, we saw 
a slight increase in the number of findings related to child 
labor avoidance management systems compared with  
the previous year. Approximately 20% of audits showed 
insufficient management systems and age checks to 
prevent child workers from being employed. We uncovered 
one instance of underage labor in our supply chain in  
2013 and five historical cases. For more information, see 
zero-tolerance findings below.

Working hours
Globally, we continue to find that many major noncon-
formances are related to working hours, the majority of 
which are in China. We have dramatically increased our 
monitoring of working hours performance and con-
tinue to collaborate with the EICC and other partners to 
address this issue.

Nondiscrimination
In 2013, audits uncovered eight instances of discrimina-
tory practices. HP required these facilities to correct these 
practices, improve their management systems, and ensure 
appropriate training for factory personnel to prevent 
future cases of discrimination as part of our corrective 
action process, including on-site follow-up audits.

Hazardous substances
In 2013, we increased our expectations on the man-
agement of hazardous substances. HP now considers 
insufficient worker training on hazardous materials, 
as well as inadequate hazardous material transport 
procedures as major nonconformances. Our stronger 
requirements have resulted in more nonconformances in 
this area in 2013 than last year.

As in the past, when nonconformances are found in this 
area, HP expects suppliers to provide a plan to correct the 
issues, including proper identification, management, and 
disposal of hazardous substances. Suppliers must also 
train workers on how to use, handle, store, and dispose of 
hazardous materials. Closure of nonconformances is veri-
fied through our corrective action process and follow-up 
audits. More information on reporting waste in our supply 
chain can be found in the Supply chain environmental 
impact section.

Business integrity and protection of identity
HP demands that our suppliers operate their businesses 
ethically. Working with the EICC, HP has tightened auditing 
standards in this area to verify the presence of policies, 
procedures, record keeping, and training that demonstrate 
an ongoing commitment to preventing unethical behavior 
and protecting whistleblowers. Due to our higher expecta-
tions, there was an increase in the number of findings in 
many ethics provisions of our Code of Conduct, including 
business integrity and protection of identity, although we 
uncovered no actual cases of ethical misconduct during 
our audits. As with other audit provisions, we require our 
suppliers to correct and close these issues. We then con-
firm that the supplier sites took corrective actions through 
on-site follow-up audits.

http://www8.hp.com/us/en/hp-information/global-citizenship/society/auditresults.html
http://h20195.www2.hp.com/V2/GetPDF.aspx/c03742924.pdf
http://h20195.www2.hp.com/V2/GetPDF.aspx/c03742924.pdf
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  Health and safety 30%

 Labor 25%

 Management system 21%

 Environmental 12%

 Ethics 12%

 General 0%

Distribution of major nonconformances by section of HP’s EICC Code of Conduct, 2013* [percentage of total]  

Health and safety
Occupational safety 40%

55%Emergency preparedness

25%Occupational injury and illness

28%Industrial hygiene

21%Physically demanding work

19%Machine safeguarding

Dormitory and canteen 27%

Environmental
Environmental permits and reporting 13%

16%Pollution prevention and resource reduction

41%Hazardous substances

4%Wastewater and solid waste

11%Air emissions

General
Supplier management program 0%

0%Compliance with laws

3%EICC aware

Labor
Freely chosen employment management systems

Presence of forced labor

Child labor avoidance management systems

Presence of child labor

Working hours

Wages and benefits

Humane treatment

Nondiscrimination management systems

Presence of discriminatory practices

Freedom of association

35%

0%

20%

1%

57%

31%

4%

4%

8%

13%

Management system
Company commitment

Management accountability and responsibility

Legal and customer requirements

Risk assessment and risk management

8%

16%

13%

29%

13%
Performance objectives with implementation
plan and measures

Training

Communication

Worker feedback and participation

Audits and assessments

Corrective action process

4%

7%

5%

20%

1%

Documentation and records

Supplier responsibility

1%

20%

Ethics
Business integrity

No improper advantage

Disclosure of information

Intellectual property

Fair business, advertising, and competition

Protection of identity

Community engagement

Privacy

Nonretaliation

20%

12%

3%

1%

9%

15%

13%

5%

3%

 * Data excludes minor nonconformances that do not indicate a systemic problem but typically represent an isolated finding. Year-over-year data does not 
necessarily represent audits of the same supplier sites.

Rates of major nonconformance of sites audited by category

Product content restrictions (See Materials on page 91)

http://h20195.www2.hp.com/V2/GetPDF.aspx/c03742575.pdf
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Rates of major nonconformance of sites  
audited by category (continued)

Zero-tolerance items
Zero-tolerance items are the most serious type of noncon-
formance. They include underage workers younger than 
the local legal working or apprenticeship age, forced labor, 
health and safety issues posing immediate danger to life 
or risk of serious injury, and perceived violation of environ-
mental laws posing serious and immediate harm to the 
community. Our zero-tolerance policy requires auditors 
to escalate such items immediately. Suppliers must cease 
any zero-tolerance practices and report their corrective 
action to HP no later than 30 days after the original audit. 
HP will then re-examine the finding through an in-person 
visual verification to confirm resolution. Zero-tolerance 
items also result in suppliers being downgraded in our 
SER scorecards. HP’s SER policy now requires all suppliers 
to disclose a fatality, debilitating injury, or any other HP 
EICC Code of Conduct zero-tolerance condition related to 
manufacturing an HP product. Please read HP’s revised 
policy under Transparency for complete detail.

In 2013, we found six zero-tolerance instances:

• During a third-party audit of an HP commodity supplier, 
the auditors discovered one worker several months 
younger than the legal working age and two historical 
cases. In subsequent investigations, three additional his-
torical cases of underage hiring were discovered at the 
same facility, indicating not only the presence of under-
age labor, but also a lack of effective age verification 
management systems. Following our policy, we pressed 
the supplier for an immediate resolution. Together with 
Impactt Limited, a third party, HP required the sup-
plier to create and execute a remediation plan in line 
with Impactt Limited’s Operational Procedures on the 
Remediation of Child Labor, including but not limited to:

• Remove the worker from production line immediately

• Safely return the worker home

• Continue to pay the worker’s salary until the age of 
16 years

• Provide the worker with a subsidy for skills training

• Ensure that the worker can be recruited again by the 
factory upon reaching legal age

• Upgrade the on-site age verification management 
system to prevent recurrence

• A third-party audit was performed within 30 days to 
ensure the supplier audit findings were properly closed, 
and monitoring is ongoing to ensure long-term actions 
are being implemented and resolved. We reduced busi-
ness with the supplier by approximately 60% to send 
a strong signal that nonconformance in this area is 
unacceptable while maintaining influence to improve the 
situation for workers.

• We found five suppliers exhibiting inadequate emer-
gency-preparedness measures. These violations 
involved the lack of fire detection and alarm systems, 
locked and/or blocked emergency exits, and missing 
exit signage. Suppliers corrected and HP immediately 
verified resolution of all cases of locked and/or blocked 
fire exits. Cases with missing safety exit signage and fire 
detection and alarm systems are being monitored to 
ensure proper closure with interim measures in place.

http://www.hp.com/hpinfo/globalcitizenship/environment/pdf/suppolicy.pdf
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Conflict minerals
The exploitation of natural resources in the Democratic 
Republic of Congo (DRC)—mineral precursors of the 
metals tantalum, tin, tungsten, and gold (3TG)—to 
fund groups engaged in extreme violence and human 
rights atrocities has resulted in calls for action that have 
garnered international support. The possibility that the 
manufacture of our products might be connected to the 
funding of armed conflict is unacceptable to HP. We are 
working hard to ensure that the minerals used in our sup-
ply chain are not associated with the conflict in the DRC.

Starting in May 2014, companies that file reports with 
the US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) under 
the Exchange Act are required by the Dodd-Frank Act 
to disclose to the SEC and publically on their website 
the results of their due diligence into the use in their 
products of necessary conflict minerals obtained from 
the DRC and adjoining countries. See HP’s SEC Conflict 
Minerals Report.

Addressing a problem that has persisted for almost two 
decades requires fresh thinking. Beginning in 2010, as a 
part of the company’s broader Supply Chain Responsibility 
program, HP responded by assembling a team of internal 
experts to develop and manage a comprehensive conflict 
minerals program. HP senior management has provided 
the company’s conflict minerals experts with the author-
ity and resources to help HP on the journey to achieve a 
conflict mineral-free supply chain.

The 3TG metals are found in relatively small amounts in 
virtually all HP products that use electrical current. For 
example, a laptop weighing approximately 2 kg contains 
approximately 10 g of tin (equivalent to the tin in three 
soupcans), 0.6 g of tantalum, 0.3 g of gold (about 1/10th 
the gold in a typical wedding band) and just 0.0009 g of 

tungsten.5 While electronics are a significant user of tanta-
lum, the information and communications technology (ICT) 
industry is a relatively small user of other 3TG metals, and 
HP believes it is imperative that we work across all relevant 
industries to address this issue.

HP has collaborated with other businesses, nongovern-
mental organizations (NGOs), and government agencies to 
begin to establish viable sources of conflict free minerals 
in the DRC and neighboring countries. Significant mile-
stones in HP’s leadership include:

• 2008–present: Helped establish the working group that 
was the precursor to the Conflict Free Sourcing Initiative 
(CFSI) and participated in many of the CFSI subcommit-
tees responsible for the due diligence programs and 
tools made available to all companies

• 2010–present: Regular contributor and thought leader 
to the Multi-Stakeholder Group, providing consensus-
based recommendations to the SEC and European 
Commission from NGOs, investors, and companies

• 2011–present: Member of the CFSI Conflict Free Smelter 
Program Audit Review Committee

• 2011: Committed to use conflict free DRC tantalum in HP 
products from the Solutions for Hope project and in 2012 
visited the DRC to review the supply chain at first hand

• 2012–2013: Governance Committee Member of the Public-
Private Alliance for Responsible Mineral Trade (PPA)

• 2012: Significant financial contributor to the Conflict 
Free Smelter Initial Audit Fund to help offset the cost of 
smelters validating their conflict free status

• 2013: Became the first IT company to publish a list of 
smelters in its supply chain

• 2013: Joined the International Tin Research Institute 
(ITRI) Tin Supply Chain Initiative (iTSCi) as associate 
member and contributor to the largest traceability 
scheme operating in DRC and Rwanda

Case study

Inkjet supplies
Understanding the link between specific HP products and 
smelters on the CFSI list is a complex undertaking requir-
ing research and validation of information provided to us 
by our suppliers.

The tantalum supply chain for electronics is generally 
shorter and contains more conflict free smelters than the 
tin, tungsten, and gold supply chains. For example, HP 
uses small quantities of tantalum in inkjet print heads to 
ensure their reliability. Three direct suppliers and several 
of their suppliers support the manufacture of HP inkjet 
print head parts that contain tantalum.

We surveyed and audited the tantalum-sourcing practices 
of each of these direct suppliers and confirmed that all 
suppliers associated with the manufacture of HP inkjet car-
tridges only source tantalum from smelters on the CFSI list.

Although this is important progress, it is a small step 
towards a conflict free supply chain. Other products’ sup-
ply chains are more complex and may consist of as many 
as five hundred times the number of intermediate sup-
pliers. However, our commitment to responsible mineral 
sourcing is strong, and we continue to push more suppliers 
and smelters to source conflict free minerals.

5 A.T. Kearney. (2012). Conflict Minerals: Yet Another Supply Chain Challenge. Retrieved from http://www.atkearney.com/metals-mining/featured-article/-/asset_
publisher/S5UkO0zy0vnu/content/conflict-minerals-yet-another-supply-chain-challenge/10192.

http://h20195.www2.hp.com/V2/GetPDF.aspx/c04280794.pdf
http://h20195.www2.hp.com/V2/GetPDF.aspx/c04280794.pdf
http://www.sourcingnetwork.org/minerals/
http://solutions-network.org/site-solutionsforhope/
http://www.resolv.org/site-ppa/
http://www.resolv.org/site-ppa/
https://www.itri.co.uk/index.php?option=com_zoo&view=frontpage&Itemid=60
https://www.itri.co.uk/index.php?option=com_zoo&view=frontpage&Itemid=60
http://www.atkearney.com/metals-mining/featured-article/-/asset_publisher/S5UkO0zy0vnu/content/conflict-minerals-yet-another-supply-chain-challenge/10192
http://www.atkearney.com/metals-mining/featured-article/-/asset_publisher/S5UkO0zy0vnu/content/conflict-minerals-yet-another-supply-chain-challenge/10192
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In 2014, we will continue engaging with our supply chain 
to promote transition to DRC conflict free minerals. We are 
engaging smelters directly to accelerate the rate at which 
smelters in our supply chain comply with conflict free audit 
programs, resulting in the majority of 3TG procurement 
spend being DRC conflict mineral free by the end of 2016.

Policy and due diligence in our 
supply chain
HP has set clear expectations with our direct suppliers 
regarding conflict minerals. Our goal is that our prod-
ucts should be conflict mineral-free. HP emphasized its 
conflict minerals policy in 2011 by adding a paragraph to 
our Supply Chain Social and Environmental Responsibility 
Policy, and we continue to reinforce this message annually. 
Further expectations are communicated in HP’s General 
Specification for the Environment and Code of Conduct.

Engaging the 3TG supply chain
HP is progressively identifying the smelters used in the sup-
ply chain for our products. Smelters purchase and process 
the mineral ores to produce 3TG metals. Because smelters 
are several manufacturing steps removed from HP, we 
don’t have any commercial relationship with them and rely 
upon information gathered from our 3TG direct suppliers. 
Working with our suppliers, we are collecting information 
propagated by the companies in our extended supply chain 
to identify the smelters associated with our products.

3TG direct suppliers
Prior to engaging our suppliers, the HP conflict minerals 
team provided training to more than 200 procurement 
representatives who manage relationships with HP sup-
pliers. We also published two internal articles informing 
all employees about the actions HP is taking to fulfill our 
commitments regarding conflict minerals.

We identified the direct suppliers that could be supply-
ing HP with products containing 3TG and required those 
suppliers to:

• Adopt a conflict minerals policy, due diligence frame-
works, and management systems and require the same 
from their suppliers

• Conduct due diligence in their supply chain by engag-
ing their 3TG suppliers using the CFSI Conflict Minerals 
Reporting Template (Template) to identify smelters in 
their supply chain producing necessary 3TG used in HP 
products

• Aggregate the results of the due diligence in their 
supply chain

• Submit a completed Template to HP identifying the 
unique smelters associated with their supply chain for 
HP products

• Transition to conflict free smelters (smelters on the CFSI 
list) or encourage the smelters to participate in a CFSI audit

HP supported direct 3TG suppliers with training materi-
als on conflict minerals regarding completing the CFSI 
Template. Later in the year, we followed up with a request 
to update the information provided. In addition, to help 
educate all ICT suppliers, HP led a number of training webi-
nars and breakout sessions at industry conflict minerals 
workshops (in Hong Kong, China; Washington, D.C., United 
States; and Tel Aviv, Israel).

HP reviewed each Template and asked suppliers to 
improve any that did not meet HP’s expectations. During 
the 2013 calendar year, HP obtained responses from 3TG 
direct suppliers estimated to represent more than 95% of 
our spend with 3TG direct suppliers.

HP created a cloud-based software solution to help other 
companies with their supply chain engagement and 
conflict minerals compliance. Our commercial CDX service, 
which we have also used ourselves, supports the review, 
storage, traceability, management, and aggregation of 
Templates. Usage is free for reporting directly to HP or 
$680 for broader use on an annual subscription basis. Visit 
www.cdxsystem.com to learn more.

Smelters
HP’s journey toward DRC conflict free minerals is depen-
dent upon growing the number of conflict mineral-free 
smelters. A smelter’s decision to obtain a conflict free 
validation or certification is influenced by demand from 
its customers. The ICT industry has achieved most suc-
cess with tantalum because it is a significant user of that 
metal—about 16% of the world’s consumption. However, 
the ICT industry is a much smaller user of tin (~1.3%), of 
tungsten (~2.1%), and of gold (~3.8%)6 and will need the 
support of other industries to require their smelters to 
become validated as DRC conflict free.

In 2013, HP published the list of smelters in our supply 
chain to drive awareness and create a call to action for 
all users of these metals. Although they do not supply 
HP directly, we engaged with some smelters, requesting 
that they participate in the Conflict Free Sourcing (CFS) 
program. The total number of CFS smelters has increased 
from 29 to 61 during the 2013 calendar year.

The smelters and refiners on our list were identified by a 
survey of HP suppliers conducted between November 2012 
and December 2013 as a part of HP’s conflict minerals 
compliance program. The suppliers we surveyed contribute 
material, components, or manufacturing to HP-branded 
products containing 3TG. Each smelter or refiner reported 
was identified in at least one of the Conflict Minerals 
Reporting Templates received from an HP supplier. 

HP’s 2014 conflict minerals disclosure will include a list of 
all smelters reported to us, regardless of whether or not 
they source from the DRC and adjoining countries. This dis-
closure continues our legacy of supply chain transparency, 
highlights facilities that are DRC conflict free, and applies 
pressure to facilities that have unknown 3TG sourcing.

1st
IT company to publish a 
list of 3TG smelters

6 Fitzpatrick, C., Olivetti, E., Roth, R., and Kirchain, R.R., “Conflict Minerals in the Compute Sector” 2014, under review.

http://www.conflictfreesourcing.org/conflict-free-smelter-refiner-lists/%20%5d
http://www.conflictfreesourcing.org/conflict-free-smelter-refiner-lists/%20%5d
http://www.cdxsystem.com
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Industry collaboration
HP collaborates with industry partners to create and 
socialize programs, tools, and trainings that advance the 
goal of responsible minerals sourcing. Within the CFSI, HP 
has provided leadership by:

• Improving the Conflict Minerals Reporting Template

• Expanding the list of CFSI-identified smelters of 3TG

• Developing white papers and frequently asked ques-
tions to support interpretation of the SEC rule

• Disseminating information and training

• Planning and speaking at workshops

• Contributing resources to the governance of CFSI

HP also collaborates with other industries and stake-
holders through participation in the iTSCi, PPA, and the 
Multi-Stakeholder Group (see milestones above).

Sourcing from the Great Lakes region  
of Central Africa
To make sure our efforts don’t inadvertently harm the pop-
ulation of this impoverished region of Africa by incentivizing 
companies to source elsewhere, HP’s objective is not only 
to comply with any legal requirements, but also to support 
validated conflict mineral-free sources from the DRC.

HP is a leader in working to mitigate a de facto embargo 
and is committed to using metals produced from “closed 
pipe” projects that directly benefit the local communities. 
HP participates in the Solutions for Hope Project, Conflict 
Free Tin Initiative, and the Kemet Partnership for Social 
and Economic Sustainability.

In 2013, HP confirmed that at least nine of the smelters 
identified in the supply chain for HP products source con-
flict free minerals from the DRC and adjoining countries, 
providing important revenue to the region. Most of our 
3TG direct suppliers reported at least one of these entities 
was present in their supply chains, which means suppliers 
representing more than 85% of our 3TG spend were using 
at least one of these conflict free smelters.

Supplier diversity
For more than 40 years, our Global Supplier Diversity Office 
has provided diverse companies with an equal opportu-
nity to compete for HP business. Diverse suppliers bring 
innovation to HP’s supply chain, helping us gain a competi-
tive advantage. Supplier diversity is mandatory for fulfilling 
contracts with many government agencies worldwide, and, 
increasingly, large enterprise customers also require HP to 
demonstrate a commitment to supplier diversity.

Our Global Supplier Diversity program promotes a supply 
chain that is diverse and inclusive, reflecting the demo-
graphics of our customers and employees. We mentor 
suppliers, helping them to increase their capacity and 
capabilities. We also maintain partnerships with more than 
20 supplier diversity organizations in Asia, Europe, and 
North America.

A global approach
In 2013, we expanded our supplier diversity programs in 
Australia, Canada, China, India, Ireland, and the United 
Kingdom (UK). We worked with governments and expert 
organizations to define diversity in ways that reflect local 
communities and cultures and to tailor our efforts to the 
types and needs of diverse suppliers in these regions.

We also began reporting our spend with diverse suppli-
ers in Canada and the UK, which represents the first time 
HP is reporting this information outside the United States 
(see data below). We plan to track and report data from 
Australia, China, and South Africa in the future.

HP’s diverse suppliers
We encourage suppliers in the following categories to 
work with HP:

• Aboriginal/indigenous-owned businesses

• Businesses located in historically underutilized commer-
cial and industrial zones

• Lesbian-, gay-, bisexual-, and transgender-owned 
businesses

• Minority-owned businesses

• Service-disabled veteran-owned businesses

• Small businesses

• Veteran-owned businesses

• Women-owned businesses
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Expanding our supplier base
In early 2014 we implemented a number of updates to 
the online registration tool in our supplier diversity portal 
that makes it easier for current and potential suppliers 
to express interest in working with us. In addition, we 
extended access to our capability-building programs to 
also include HP resellers and partners certified as owned 
by minorities or other underrepresented groups.

Supporting development
We help current and potential diverse suppliers to improve 
their competitiveness and quality of service through 
matchmaking, mentoring, and assistance to expand 
capacity. For example, we sponsor and support diverse 
supplier development programs and provide suppliers 
with access to technology and educational scholarships. 
In 2013, HP procurement professionals participated in 
more than 50 diverse supplier events in Australia, Canada, 
China, India, the UK, and the United States.

Progress during 2013 included the following:

• Business Matchmaking program We celebrated our 
tenth anniversary as cosponsor of this U.S.-wide effort 
to provide small businesses access to governmental 
and major corporate procurement opportunities. HP col-
laborates with the Service Corps of Retired Executives 
(SCORE) Association, a resource partner of the U.S. Small 
Business Administration, to sponsor these multicity 
annual events, which have enabled more than 90,000 
seller-to-buyer meetings during the last decade.

• Mentoring programs We provide intensive devel-
opment support to select HP diverse suppliers. For 
example, we take part in the U.S. Department of 
Defense Public Sector Mentor-Protégé program, which 
connects small and diverse suppliers with large compa-
nies to compete for prime contracts.

• Diverse supplier events HP supported 52 events with 
local business councils worldwide in 2013. Of these, 30 
were regional or national events, matching diverse sup-
pliers with HP global procurement staff.

• Donations HP donated laptops to WEConnect China to 
facilitate registration of new women-owned businesses 
in the WEConnect China network.

• Expansion in India HP India’s Global Procurement team 
hosted the WEConnect India Advisory Board Meeting 
and Supplier Diversity Forum at the HP Salarpuria cam-
pus in Bangalore.

Strategic suppliers and diversity
HP increases its impact on diverse suppliers by encour-
aging about 100 of our most strategic suppliers to 
implement their own diversity procurement policies and 
programs. In addition, since 2011, we have requested that 
these suppliers report annually how much they spend with 
small and diverse businesses. In 2013, we met our goal to 
increase the number of strategic suppliers reporting on 
diverse spend by 10%, compared to 2012.

Performance data

Strategic supplier spend*, **

2011 2012 2013

Amount spent by strategic suppliers 
on diverse suppliers [$ million]

$318 $498 $431

 * Figures include production and nonproduction suppliers.
 ** HP considers suppliers strategic based on a number of factors related to our 

business, as well as various macroeconomic indicators. This list is updated 
annually and never includes more than 100 suppliers.

HP’s spend with U.S. diverse suppliers*

2010 2011 2012 2013

Small businesses [$ 
million]

$4,316 $4,400 $4,792 $3,910

Minority-owned busi-
nesses [$ million]**

$827 $733 $989 $881

Women-owned businesses 
[$ million]**

$861 $476 $547 $536

 * All figures are for U.S. purchases from U.S.-based businesses.
 ** Beginning in 2011, suppliers were categorized as diverse or women-owned, 

not both.

In addition to the spend reported above, in 2013 we spent 
roughly $37 million with diverse suppliers in Canada and 
$182 million with diverse small and medium enterprise 
suppliers in the UK.

https://h20168.www2.hp.com/supplierextranet/sdr/main.do
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Goals
Supply chain responsibility

2013 goals Progress

Increased supplier ownership and management system discipline

Increase proportion of independent supplier audits to 40% in 2013. We increased independent supplier audits to 48% of the total in 2013.

Implement a five-tier SER rating system with each of HP’s top five 
commodity supplier types.

With the implementation of the SER scorecard, we have implemented a 
five-tier SER rating system to suppliers of our top six commodities and 
further embedded SER practices into our procurement process.

Tackling new and persistent issues

Expand and increase frequency of KPI tracking on working hours. Through our KPI program, we’ve increased our monitoring of working 
hours at supplier sites from monthly to weekly. We’ve also expanded 
our tracking of high-risk workers such as student and dispatch workers, 
among others.

Train 90% of HP final assembly suppliers in China on the HP Student 
and Dispatch Worker Guidance Standard for Supplier Facilities in the 
People’s Republic of China.

In 2013, we trained about 50% of our final assembly suppliers in China 
on the HP Student and Dispatch Worker Guidance Standard for Supplier 
Facilities in the People’s Republic of China. By 2014, all final assembly 
supplier sites in China will be trained on the standard.

Expand programs to enhance health and safety awareness and capa-
bility with suppliers in Brazil, China, and Southeast Asia.

Health and safety programs have been expanded through these 
countries and regions, including occupational health and ergonomic 
programs in Brazil, HERProject, and the HBV anti-discrimination 
program in China and Southeast Asia.

2014 goals

Conduct worker empowerment programs at 15 supplier sites in China, South America, and Southeast Asia.

Increase the proportion of independent supplier audits to 50% in 2014.

Conflict minerals
2016 goal

Achieve a majority of HP’s 3TG procurement spend being DRC conflict mineral free by the end of 2016.

Supplier diversity
2013 goals Progress

Tailor our supplier diversity program in Australia, Canada, China, India, 
the UK, and the United States to the needs and definitions of diverse 
suppliers in each of those countries.

Achieved. During the year, we expanded our supplier diversity programs 
in Australia, Canada, China, India, and the UK.

Increase the total number of strategic suppliers reporting diverse 
spend by 10%, compared to 2012.

Achieved.

Report HP’s supplier diversity spend for Canada and the UK. Achieved.

2014 goals

Increase the number of HP strategic suppliers reporting diversity spend by 10%, compared with 2013.

Increase the number of HP suppliers participating in our mentorship programs by 10%, compared with 2013.
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Data
2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

Suppliers engaged in SER program [total, cumulative] 720 879 907 958 969

Suppliers publishing sustainability reports using the GRI frame-
work [% of production supplier spend]

66% 82% 74%

Building capabilities

Number of capability-building programs 6 11 12 12 12

Suppliers engaged in capability building [total, cumulative] 112 247 656 875 1,104

Workers and managers reached through capability-building 
programs1 [total, cumulative]

 12,800  50,600  115,500  322,100  460,000 

Labor impacts

Suppliers’ employees working less than 60 hours per week on 
average2 [%]

83%

Suppliers’ employees receiving at least one day of rest each seven 
day workweek2 [%]

89%

Suppliers in China with student workers representing 20% or less 
of total employees2 [%]

96%

Zero-tolerance audit findings related to the ILO Declaration on 
Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work: freedom of associa-
tion; forced, bonded, or indentured labor; underage labor; or 
discrimination

0 0 13

Zero-tolerance audit findings related to occupational safety, 
emergency preparedness, or industrial hygiene

0 0 54

SER audits and assessments conducted5 [total, cumulative] 591 684 773 918  1,090 

Total initial audits 260 295 334 412 471

Total follow-up audits 292 321 345 390 443

Total full re-audits 39 68 94 116 142

Assessments 0 0 0 0 34

Response to conflict minerals survey of HP suppliers for products 
that contain tin, tantalum, tungsten, or gold (3TG)6

>95%

HP’s spend with U.S. diverse suppliers

Small businesses7 [$ million] $4,316 $4,400 $4,792 $3,910 

Minority-owned businesses7,8 [$ million] $827 $733 $989 $881 

Women-owned businesses7,8 [$ million] $861 $476 $547 $536 

Strategic supplier spend on diverse suppliers9 [$ million] $318 $498 $431 

1 With the exception of train-the-trainer programs, HP only accounts for workers and managers directly reached by our capability-building programs. These figures 
are rounded.

2 Based on production-line workers at final assembly sites participating in the HP KPI program in 2013 and audit results. We continue to expand the list of suppliers 
in the KPI program based on business risk, country risk, and identified nonconformances. 

3 Findings relate to underage workers observed at supplier facility. See section.
4 Findings relate to emergency preparedness. See section.
5 Data for past years may differ from previous reports because HP receives the details of some audits after the Living Progress Report publication deadline. Metric 

shows the cumulative total number of production and nonproduction supplier audits and assessments per type (including recycling vendor SER audits) for the 
period 2009–2013. Ernst & Young has reviewed 2012 and 2013 reported data only. Please see Ernst & Young’s Independent Accountants’ Report on page 138 
regarding the number of audits by type completed in 2013.

6 Percentage represents portion of the total economic value of 3TG suppliers’ contracts with HP.
7 All figures are for U.S. purchases from U.S.-based businesses.
8 Beginning in 2011, suppliers were categorized as diverse or women-owned, not both.
9 Figures include production and nonproduction suppliers. HP considers suppliers strategic based on a number of factors related to our business, as well as various 

macroeconomic indicators. This list is updated annually and never includes more than 100 suppliers.

http://h20195.www2.hp.com/V2/GetPDF.aspx/c03742926.pdf

